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There is no other painting program on the planet that gives so many choices in creating a
watercolor. The Wet Edge slider, Linear and Curved, and the Wet Edge Shape create the
endless palette for these free flowing liquids and fluids. And it is one of the most important
features that make Jixipix Watercolor Studio more than just a painting program. There are so
many things to learn and control about watercolors that when you succeed, you discover
that you can do all sorts of things, like creating a glaze effect or varying a subtle blend of
colors to make things glimmer. Because watercolors are so forgiving, even learning the most
basic concepts will produce wonderful results. The Jixipix Watercolor Studio program is a
simple and economical solution for anyone who wants to learn a simple style of painting.
You can fill a page in a few minutes and give it a unique texture, or add gradient colors and
define an inset area of transparency. Color is easily altered with one of 15 color wheel
options for both horizontal and vertical gradation. A watercolor effect can be created with
one of over 60 presets. All brushes are made to work on paper, which makes the paint flow
more realistically, which creates more art. Jixipix Watercolor Studio comes with countless
tools and features to let you create a watercolor look on-top of a realistic and extremely
efficient painting system. The latter responds instantly to any paint strokes and is capable of
giving your watercolors a realistic, luminous, transparent texture that will give your
paintings the look of paintings in galleries and shows. Jixipix Watercolor Studio features a
realistic paper source, which allows you to draw and paint on any surface and to make sure
that everything is realistic. Thanks to the incredible power of the graphics engine, you can
create colored layers to show off with these colors a landscape with the absorption, opacity
and texture of watercolors. The thick canvas material lends itself to a wide variety of easy-to-
do techniques, helping you to fully explore the scope of what watercolors are capable of.
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